Abstract The advent of atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides a powerful tool for investigating the behaviors of single living cells under near physiological conditions. Besides acquiring the images of cellular ultra-microstructures with nanometer resolution, the most remarkable advances are achieved on the use of AFM indenting technique to quantify the mechanical properties of single living cells. By indenting single living cells with AFM tip, we can obtain the mechanical properties of cells and monitor their dynamic changes during the biological processes (e.g., after the stimulation of drugs). AFM indentation-based mechanical analysis of single cells provides a novel approach to characterize the behaviors of cells from the perspective of biomechanics, considerably complementing the traditional biological experimental methods. Now, AFM indentation technique has been widely used in the life sciences, yielding a large amount of novel information that is meaningful to our understanding of the underlying mechanisms that govern the cellular biological functions. Here, based on the authors' own researches on AFM measurement of cellular mechanical properties, the principle and method of AFM indentation technique was presented, the recent progress of measuring the cellular mechanical properties using AFM was summarized, and the challenges of AFM single-cell nanomechanical analysis were discussed.
Introduction
Biomolecular interactions generate tiny forces (ranging from piconewtons to nanonewtons) [1] which have long been implicated in regulating many physiological and pathological processes [2] . Cells can feel and respond to the mechanical factors exerted by the external environment (e.g., the applied forces [3] and the stiffness [4] of extracellular matrix), which can eventually influence the cellular behaviors, such as cell differentiation [5] , cell spreading [6] , and cell morphology [7] . Due to the progress of single-cell analysis techniques in the past few years, we can directly measure the mechanical properties of single living cells, which provide novel insights into the role of mechanics in the life of a cell [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Researches have shown that red blood cells (RBCs) obtained from patients with malarial or sickle cell anemia are found to be stiffer and more viscous compared with healthy RBCs [8] . When normal cells become cancerous cells, the cellular elastic modulus significantly decreases [9] and the elasticity of cancer cells is closely related to their metastatic ability [10] . Cell mechanics can also control the differentiation of embryonic stem cells [11] and the protrusion types (lamellipodia, bleb) formed during cell migration [12] . Hence, it is widely accepted that the cellular mechanical properties can serve as useful markers that can be used to indicate the cell states (e.g., the transformation from healthy cells to malignant cells) [13] . Although biochemical markers have been widely used, biomechanical markers are advantageous in that they do not require costly labeling or sample preparation [14] . Besides, typical procedures for classifying molecule markers are time-consuming ([30 min), while detecting the biomechanical markers is fast (\1 min), meaning that we can provide treatments earlier for patients when using biomechanical markers and this has particular benefits when faced with time-sensitive conditions [15] . Consequently, measurement of cell mechanics has been suggested as an efficient platform for disease diagnosis, drug screening, personalized medicine, and quality control of stem cells [15, 16] .
A range of approaches have been applied to measure the mechanical properties of single cells, mainly including microfluidics [17, 18] , atomic force microscopy (AFM) [9, 13] , micropipette aspiration [19] , magnetic tweezers [10] , and optical trap [20] . Among these methods, AFM-based nanoindentation is the most commonly used method. The AFM tip has nanometer spatial resolution, meaning that we can measure locally the mechanics of a cell and then distinguish the different regions of the cell [21] . This is important for us to better understand the cellular activities, because cell surface is a highly heterogeneous membrane which is compartmented into different areas by lipid rafts [22] . Particularly, when the local determination of cell mechanics is combined with high-resolution topography imaging and molecular fluorescence recognition, we can visualize the relationship between cellular ultra-microstructures and cellular local elasticity [23] [24] [25] . In addition, AFM can operate in liquids which is the necessary condition for the growth of living cells; thus, we can monitor the dynamic changes of cell mechanics during the cellular biological functions (e.g., clot formation [26] , cell mitosis [27] ) or the effects afforded by the addition of components to the liquid bathing the cells [28] . AFM offers a powerful means to quantitatively characterize the mechanical properties of single living cells under physiological conditions, allowing us to address the underlying mechanisms of biological systems from the aspect of biomechanics. Here, based on the authors' own researches on AFM measurement of cell mechanics, the principle and method of AFM single-cell mechanical analysis was presented, the recent progress in AFM cell mechanics measurement was summarized, and the current challenges of AFM mechanical analysis of single cells were discussed.
Principle and method of AFM indentation techniques
The principle of measuring the mechanical properties of single cells using AFM indentation techniques is shown in Fig. 1 . Cells are immobilized to a substrate (e.g., glass slide, Petri dish). For adherent cells, they can directly adhere to the substrate. For suspended cells, we can immobilize them to the substrate via various methods, e.g., poly-L-lysine electrostatic adsorption, porous polymer membrane, and microfabricated pillar chip [29] . The mechanical properties (e.g., elastic modulus) of cells are measured by obtaining force curves on the cells (Fig. 1a) . At the force curve mode, the probe is controlled to perform approach-retract cycle in the vertical direction on the cell surface. During the approach-retract motion of tip, the deflection of the cantilever is detected by a beam of laser and the distance between probe and substrate is acquired from the piezoelectric ceramic driver. Then, we can obtain the so-called force curves. A typical force curve obtained on living cells is shown in Fig. 1d . Each force curve includes two portions, the approach curve and the retract curve. The approach curve corresponds to the approach process. Before contacting the cell, the deflection of the cantilever is kept constant and the force curve is straight (denoted by the I in Fig. 1d) . After contacting the cell, the deflection of cantilever changes as the tip indents the cell, which causes that the force curve becomes bent (denoted by the II in Fig. 1d ). The retract curve corresponds to the retract process. The approach curve is still bent before the tip leaves the cell (denoted by the III in Fig. 1d ) and then becomes straight (denoted by the IV in Fig. 1d ) when the tip is separated from the cell. The approach curve is used to analyze the cellular elastic modulus, while the retract curve is used to analyze the adhesion forces [30] between cell and tip. According to the contact point in the approach curve (denoted by the black arrow in Fig. 1d ), the approach curve is converted into the indentation curve (the indentation depth is computed by subtracting the deflection of the cantilever from the movement of the driver), as shown in Fig. 1e . Then, we can compute the elastic modulus of cells by applying Hertz-Sneddon model on the indentation curves:
where t is the Poisson ratio of the sample (t = 0.5 for incompressible materials, such as cell), F is the loading force, d is the indentation depth, E is the elastic modulus of the sample, h is the half-opening angle of the cone tip, R is the effective radius, R 1 is the radius of sphere tip, and R 2 is the radius of cell. According to the Hooke law (F = kx, k is the spring constant), we can obtain the loading force F from the deflection of the AFM cantilever (x). For each indentation curve, we can fit it with Hertz-Sneddon model to obtain the cellular elastic modulus. The fidelity of the calculated elastic modulus can be influenced by several factors, such as the accurate identification of the contact point and the calibration of the cantilever spring constant [31] . In the AFM indentation experiments, we need to be careful to obtain the ideal force curves on which the contact point can be easily discerned (a typical experimental force curve was shown in Fig. 2d ). The exact spring constant of the cantilever can be determined before or after each experiment using the thermal tune method [13] . Living cells have viscosity, which causes the hysteresis between the approach curve and the retract curve, as shown in Fig. 1d . During the process of obtaining force curves, as the increase of indentation depth, the ''bottom effect'' artifact that arises from the stiff substrates can become distinct [32] , which influences the calculation of cellular elastic modulus [33] . Hence, in practice, often the range of force curves used for analysis corresponds to the indentations of several hundred nanometers [34] . In addition, the obtained elastic modulus from force curves is related to the loading rate [35] . Hence, for comparison analysis, all force curves should be obtained at the same loading rate. The conventional cone tip can be replaced by a microsphere, as shown in Fig. 1b . Compared with cone tip, sphere tip has several advantages. First, a sharp tip is more likely to damage the sample than a sphere probe, especially at high loading forces [36] . Second, the sphere tip has a larger interaction area between tip and cell than cone tip. We know cell surface is heterogeneous, and hence measuring the cellular mechanics in a small area on the cell surface may not completely represent the mechanics of the whole cell. Viewed from this point, using sphere tip is thus less noisy [37] . Third, sphere tip has a regular geometry, which makes it easy to model the contact area between tip and cell [38] . However, it should be noted that if we want to get local mechanical information of a cell, a sharp tip is appropriate [36] . Spheres can be attached to the cantilever via epoxy glue [38] [39] [40] . Figure 1a , b shows measuring the mechanical properties of cells with cone tip or sphere tip. Besides cone tip and sphere tip, the mechanics of single cells can even be characterized by tipless cantilever [26, 27] , as shown in Fig. 1c . In this mode, the cantilever compresses to *50 % of its original height on the cell and remains the height constant [41] . Then, the force versus time curve can be obtained by monitoring the changes of the deflection of the AFM cantilever caused by the biological activities of the cell under the cantilever, as shown in Fig. 1f . We know that biomolecular interactions generate tiny forces that are important for cellular biological processes [1] . Hence, monitoring the forces generated during the cellular processes can help us to better understand cell biology. With tipless cantilever, we can also e Indentation curve converted from the approach curve. f Changes of the AFM cantilever deflection recorded during the compression experiment using tipless cantilever. The inset is strain-stress curve measure the cellular elasticity by recording the strainstress curve (shown in the inset in Fig. 1f ) with the use of side-view optical imaging [26, 42] .
During the approaching process, AFM tip successively contacts the glycocalix, the cell membrane, and the cytoskeleton. For eukaryotic cells, the glycocalix and the cell membrane are very soft and can be neglected in AFM indentation experiments [21] . Cytoskeleton (especially the actin filaments) [43] determines the elastic modulus of cells measured by AFM. Hertz model is based on a number of assumptions, including homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic material properties, axisymmetry, infinitesimal deformation, infinite sample thickness, and a smooth sample surface [44] . Researches have shown that Hertz model can be applied to characterize the AFM indentation of single cells as long as the indentation into the specimen is sufficiently small compared with the thickness of specimen [45], often less than 10 % of the specimen thickness [46] . Hence, force curves are often acquired at the central regions of the cell [9] . In order to make Hertz model appropriate to thin sample (e.g., the edge area of adherent cells), researches have represented modified Hertz model, and the experiments demonstrated its effectiveness in measuring the mechanics of thin samples [32] . However, it should be noted that the modified Hertz model increases the complexity of data collection (e.g., it requires accurately measuring the thickness of the specimen at the location of indentation) and elastic modulus calculation. Hertz model does not consider electrostatic forces, adhesion, or friction between contact surfaces, while JKR model takes account of adhesion forces, but in practice, the most widely used model is Hertz model [47] . We have investigated the mechanical properties of macrophages during the process of F c receptor-mediated macrophage phagocytosis against cancer cells by combining AFM with fluorescence microscopy [57], as shown in Fig. 2 . Rituximab (RTX) is a monoclonal antibody drug approved by USFDA in 1997 for treating B-cell lymphomas. The target of RTX is the CD20 which is highly expressed on the surface of B lymphoma cells. After the binding of RTX to the CD20 on the cancer cells, the Fc regions of RTX can bind to the Fc receptor on the effector cells (e.g., macrophages, NK cells), which then activates the immune attack of effector cells (e.g., phagocytosis by macrophage, release of cytotoxic proteins by NK cells) to kill the cancer cells. We have learnt much about Fc receptor-mediated macrophage phagocytosis from traditional biochemical ensemble experiments, but how macrophage phagocytosis alters the cell mechanics is still poorly understood. In order to investigate the changes of cellular mechanics during the Fc receptor-mediated macrophage phagocytosis against cancer cells, we co-incubated macrophages and Raji cells (a lymphoma B cell line). Raji (Fig. 2b, c) , we can clearly see that the macrophage opened its mouth to engulf the cancer cell. Force curves were obtained on living macrophages with or without cancer cells. A typical force curve was shown in Fig. 2d . By analyzing the approach curves (black curve in Fig. 2d ), the Young's modulus of macrophages was computed. [38] measured the elastic modulus of 3T3 fibroblasts (1-3 kPa) by gluing a polystyrene bead to the cantilever. Berdyyeva et al. [58] measured the mechanical properties of old and young human epithelial cells using sphere tip (silica bead with 5 lm diameter), showing that the Young's modulus of older cells was 2-4 times larger than younger cells. Leporatti et al. [59] measured the mechanics of resting and activated macrophages (lipopolysaccharide-stimulated), indicating that the Young's modulus of macrophages decreased from (1.5 ± 1.1) kPa to (0.51 ± 0.31) kPa after the stimulation. Oberleithner et al. [37] investigated the influence of potassium on the stiffness of endothelium cells and found that the increase in potassium can soften the endothelial cells. Lulevich et al. [60] found that keratinocytes were 6-70 times stiffer than other cell types (e.g., white blood cell, breast epithelial, fibroblast, or neuronal cells) using 40-lm-diameter sphere tip. Nikkhah [39] found that the growth medium composition can influence the elastic properties of cells. We have investigated the elastic properties of different types of cancer cells using homemade sphere tips [40] , as shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3a shows the optical image and SEM image of the prepared sphere tip. A polystyrene sphere was attached to the tipless cantilever via epoxy resin glue. Using the sphere tip, the elastic modulus of RBCs and three types of cancer cells (Burkitt's lymphoma Raji, cutaneous lymphoma Hut, and chronic myeloid leukemia K562) were measured. Figure 3b shows the contrast of the Young's modulus of the four types of cells. Raji cell is aggressive, while Hut and K562 are indolent. We can see that the Young's modulus of Raji was significant than that of Hut and K562, meaning that aggressive cancer cells were softer than indolent cancer cells. In the process of metastasis, cancer cells need to pass through several obstacles (e.g., the basement membrane, extracellular matrix, and the blood vessels walls). The softer cells may pass these obstacles more easily.
In recent years, measuring the elastic modulus of cells from biopsy samples of clinical patients has attracted the attention of researchers. We know that for cells cultured in vitro, they lose the neurohumoral regulation and cell-cell influence, and this huge difference of growth environment can cause the changes of the cell structures and functions [61] . Hence, elastic properties measured on cells directly from patients, not on cell lines grown in vitro, can better reflect the real elastic properties of cells in the human body. Cross et al. [9] measured the elastic modulus of malignant cells and benign cells obtained from body cavity fluid samples collected from patients with metastatic adenocarcinoma and found that the elastic modulus of tumor cells (*0.5 kPa) was considerably smaller than that of normal cells (*2 kPa). Plodinec et al. [13] quantitatively measured the stiffness of normal, benign lesion, and malignant human breast tissues by combining AFM and H&E histological staining, showing that stiff profile of malignant tissue (several peaks including a prominent low-stiffness peak representative of cancer cells) was quite different from that of normal and benign tissues (a single peak). Lekka et al. [62] also measured the elastic properties of patient tissues and found that cancer cells were softer than normal cells. Zhou et al. [63] investigated the role of cellular mechanical properties in tongue squamous cell carcinoma (TSCC), showing that TSCC cells with higher metastatic potential showed decrease in the elastic modulus compared with TSCC cells with lower metastatic potential. These results significantly improved our understanding of cancer metastasis and demonstrated that cell stiffness can serve as a biomarker in the formation of tumors. However, it should be noted that these researches were performed on cells isolated from the patients; thus, the results still cannot reflect the real situations in vivo. Mao et al. [64] have developed a method for measuring the mechanical properties of cells in vivo by integrating AFM with a stainless steel surgical platform and found that the Young's modulus of endothelial cells in anesthetized living rats was in the range of 0.2-0.6 MPa, providing new ideas for investigating the cellular mechanical properties in vivo.
Besides using cone tip and sphere tip, we can also measure the cell mechanics using tipless cantilever. In the past few years, researchers began to apply tipless cantilever to investigate the cell mechanics [26, 27] . Lam et al. [26] used fibrinogen-coated cantilever to monitor the dynamics of single platelets after the interactions between platelets and fibrinogen, showing that platelets contracted instantaneously when activated by contact with fibrinogen and the platelets generated an average contractile force of 29 nN during the contraction. Stewart et al.
[27] used tipless cantilevers to track the cell mechanics during the mitosis, clearly showing that cells generated an outward rounding force as cells entered mitosis and the rounding force depended on the actomyosin cytoskeleton and the cells' ability to regulate osmolarity. The conventional tipless cantilever has a tilt, preventing the uniaxial loading [41] .
Researchers have presented a wedge-modified tipless AFM cantilever to achieve the parallel plate compression, and the experimental results demonstrated that the wedged cantilever can effectively reduce the lateral displacement of the cells under the cantilever [41] . Besides tracking the mechanics of single cells, AFM cantilever can also detect the activities of bacteria. Researches by Longo et al. [65] indicated that AFM cantilevers can be used to detect low concentrations of bacteria and characterize their metabolism quickly (within minutes) in response to antibiotics, providing a new rapid detection method for drug screening. However, it should be noted that the fluctuations were generated by a population of bacteria, and further research could utilize AFM to track fluctuations of single bacterium [66] .
Challenge and outlook
It is increasingly apparent that cell mechanics play a crucial role in the life of a cell. We know living cells can sense and respond to a wide range of external signals, both chemical and physical [7] . Although we know much about the chemical signals that direct cell behavior, by comparison we know less about how physical signals can regulate cell fate [67] . Evidence indicates that the cellular mechanical properties are essential to the mechanisms by which cells sense forces, transmit them to the cell interior or to other cells, and transduce them into chemical signals that impact a spectrum of cellular responses [68] . The mechanical properties of eukaryotic cells depend on the cytoskeleton, an interconnected network of filamentous polymers, and regulatory proteins [69] . Changes in the cytoskeleton are associated with many diseases, such as cancer [70] . Hence, investigating the cellular mechanical properties is of great significance, opening up new possibilities to conquer cancer. The advent of AFM provides a novel instrument for measuring the mechanical properties of single living cells in liquids. In the past decade, AFM has been established as a powerful platform for probing cellular mechanics [71] , providing many new insights into the underlying mechanisms of a range of cellular activities (e.g., cancer progression [13, 63] , cell apoptosis [54, 55], antibodydependent cellular cytotoxicity [57]). However, using AFM to quantify the cellular mechanics still faces several challenges that need to be addressed. The first challenge is that the AFM indentation technique requires skilled manual operation and is of very low throughput (\1 cell/10 min) [15] . The AFM indentation experiments include many steps, such as sample preparation (e.g., cell immobilization), cantilever calibration, parameter setting (e.g., the interaction force between tip and cell, the indentation depth), navigation of AFM tip to target cells, obtaining force curves, and the elastic modulus calculation. The manipulation in each step can influence the outcome of experiments. Though most AFM instruments are userfriendly, it still requires a great deal of experience and patience, especially when dealing with living cells [72] . Besides, the process is not automatic but manual; thus, the throughput is very low. We have developed a fully automated system for measuring cellular mechanics by combining image processing method and local scan method, and the results showed that the presented system is 26 times faster than that of the conventional manual method [73] . In the future, we want to apply the automated system on living cells. For the analysis of force curves, Lin et al. [74] have presented an automated approach to extract the Young's modulus from the force curves, significantly facilitating the data processing of AFM indentation experiments.
The second challenge is the interpretation of the force curves. When AFM tip indents the cells, the tip encounters different components of the cell, such as cell membrane, actin cytoskeleton, microtubules network, and cell nucleus [75] , causing that the force curves can be divided into several segments and each segment responds to a particular region of the cell (e.g., cell cortex, cell center) [37] . In practice, force curves were fitted to the Hertz model which assumes a homogenous isotropic sample, causing that the mechanical changes at different depth of the cell are averaged [75] . Hence, frankly speaking, for the current approaches of analyzing the force curves, we do not know the elastic modulus calculated from the force curves responds to which part of the cell. Besides, we often cannot clearly discern the different segments in the force curves [76] , which increase the difficulty of interpreting the force curves. Roduit et al. [77] have presented a new imaging mode called stiffness tomography to image stiffness differences inside the cell, and the experimental results showed that this method can effectively reveal the stiffness difference underneath the cell surface. However, it should be noted that with this method, we still do not know the stiffness corresponds to which part of the cell.
In order to establish the direct relationship between AFM-acquired cellular elastic modulus and cellular components, AFM should be combined with other instruments. In recent years, researchers have investigated the cell mechanics by combining AFM with fluorescence microscopy or confocal microscopy [78] [79] [80] [81] . Labernadie et al. [78] investigated the stiffness of macrophage podosome by combining AFM with correlative fluorescence microscopy, revealing that podosomes harbor two types of overlapping periodic stiffness variations throughout the life span which depended on F-actin and myosin II activity. Chahine et al. [79] have systematically investigated the effect of age and cytoskeletal disruptors on the mechanical properties of chondrocytes by integrating AFM with confocal fluorescence microscopy, showing that intermediate filament integrity is a key to the nonlinear elastic properties of chondrocytes. Krause et al. [80] have combined AFM with confocal fluorescence microscopy to investigate the bulk stiffness of cellular nuclei using sphere probe, clearly visualizing the cantilever-nuclear contact during the process of indentation. Yu et al. [81] have built an integrated imaging system by combining stimulated emission depletion microscope and AFM, which can simultaneously obtain mechanical parameters and fluorescence super-resolution images. The use of fluorescence-related microscopy can help us to discern the detailed subcellular structures (e.g., cytoskeletons, cellular nuclei, cytoplasm) during the AFM indenting; thus, it greatly complemented the indentation by AFM. In addition, researchers have successfully combined high-speed AFM with fluorescence microscopy in the recent researches [82] [83] [84] . Suzuki et al. [82] combined high-speed AFM with an optical fluorescence microscope by developing a tip-scanning system, and the results (observing the dynamics of living cells) showed that this system can remarkably improve the time resolution. Fukuda et al. [83] have combined high-speed AFM with total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy, and this system can perform simultaneous topographic and fluorescence imaging at the single molecule level. Colom et al. [84] have developed a hybrid high-speed atomic forceoptical microscope for visualizing single-membrane proteins on eukaryotic cells, allowing high-speed AFM imaging about 1,000 times faster than conventional AFM/ optical microscopy setups. The combination of high-speed AFM with fluorescence microscopy considerably accelerates the data acquisition rates of AFM, which is of evident significance in AFM nanoindentation. With these systems, we can obtain serial force curves in millisecond timescale which is comparable to the timescale at which dynamic processes usually occur in biology [72] ; thus, we can obtain the more detailed dynamic changes of cell mechanical properties during the cellular physiological activities.
The third challenge is the fluctuation of the cantilever deflection. When measuring the mechanical properties of living cells, the cells perform various activities during the experiment (e.g., respiration, mitosis, migration) and these activities can inevitably cause the changes in the medium (e.g., composition, temperature, pH, O 2 , CO 2 ). Besides, the commercial cantilevers are often coated by a layer of gold which is the main source of the drift [85] . Hence, the changes in the medium and the gold coating can cause the fluctuations of the cantilever deflection, which then can easily alter the obtained force curves and introduce the noise. Hence, we should be careful when analyzing the obtained data [86] . In order to reduce the influence from the changes in the medium, devices (such as heating platform [87] , confined box [43] ) that can help us to maintain the optimum environmental conditions (37°C, 5 % CO 2 ) for living cells during the AFM experiments are meaningful.
In summary, AFM-based indentation technique has achieved great success in quantifying the mechanics of single living cells in the past decade, but it still faces the challenges described above. In order to address these issues, researchers from different disciplines (e.g., physics, engineering, biology, information, and automation) need to work together. In recent years, researchers are continuing to enhance and expand the performance of AFM indentation technique, such as high-speed AFM [82] [83] [84] , tomographic contact resonance AFM [88] , and force curvebased AFM [25, 89] . The further expanding application of AFM indentation in the life sciences will bring tremendous changes in biomechanics, clinical medicine, and drug development. 
